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Hora
PERFORMERS

MUSIC

Ryoji Ikeda data.matrix (Dataplex)

Isao Tomita arranged and performed the following pieces:
Catacombs, composed by Modest Mussorgsky 
Aranjuez, composed by Joaquín Rodrigo 
“Space Fantasy” theme from 2001: A Space Odyssey [Also Sprach Zarathustra],  
  composed by Richard Strauss
“Die Walküre: Ride of the Valkyries,” Tannhäuser: Overture, composed by Richard Wagner
The Unanswered Question, composed by Charles Edward Ives
Peer Gynt, “Solveig’s Song,” composed by Edvard Grieg
Star Wars, “Main Title,” composed by John Williams
World of Different Dimensions, composed by Jean Sibelius
Prelude to The Afternoon of a Faun, composed by Claude Debussy
Suite Bergamesque, No. 3: “Clair de Lune,” composed by Claude Debussy

Sound mastering Nir Klajman

Co-produced by Montpellier Danse 2010 and Lincoln Center Festival, New York.
First performed in 2009.

Ohad Naharin wishes to thank Marina Maximilian, Ohad Fishof, and Guy Shomroni for their  
contribution to the soundtrack and the Batsheva dancers for their contribution to the creative process.

Hora is dedicated to Zofia Naharin.

These performances of Hora are made possible in part through the generous support  
of the Consulate General of Israel in New York. 

Shahar Biniamini
Matan David
Iyar Elezra
Chen-Wei Lee 
Doug Letheren
Ia’ara Moses

Rachael Osborne
Shamel Pitts 
Ian Robinson 
Bobbi Smith
Adi Zlatin
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Ohad Naharin (choreographer & artistic director)
Ohad Naharin has been hailed as one of the 
world’s preeminent contemporary choreo-
graphers. As artistic director of Batsheva Dance 
Company since 1990, he has guided the 
company with an adventurous artistic vision and 
reinvigorated its repertory with his captivating 
choreography. Naharin is also the originator 
of an innovative movement language, Gaga, 
which has enriched his extraordinary movement 
invention, revolutionized the company’s training, 
and emerged as a growing force in the larger 
field of movement practices for both dancers and 
non-dancers. 

Born in 1952 on Kibbutz Mizra, Israel, Naharin 
began his dance training with the Batsheva 
Dance Company in 1974. During his first year 
with the company, visiting choreographer Martha 
Graham singled out Naharin for his talent and 
invited him to join her own company in New 
York. While in New York, Naharin studied on 
scholarship at the School of American Ballet, 
furthered his training at the Juilliard School, and 
polished his technique with master teachers 
Maggie Black and David Howard. He went on 
to perform internationally with Israel’s Bat-Dor 
Dance Company and Maurice Béjart’s Ballet du 
XXe Siècle in Brussels.

Naharin returned to New York in 1980, 
making his choreographic debut at the Kazuko 
Hirabayshi studio. That year, he formed the Ohad 
Naharin Dance Company with his wife, Mari 
Kajiwara, who died of cancer in 2001. From 
1980 until 1990, Naharin’s company performed 
in New York and abroad to great critical acclaim. 
As his choreographic voice developed, he 
received commissions from world-renowned 
companies including Batsheva, Kibbutz 
Contemporary Dance Company, and Nederlands 
Dans Theater.

Naharin was appointed artistic director of 
Batsheva Dance Company in 1990 and has 
served in this role except for the 2003—04 
season, when he held the title of house 
choreographer. During his tenure with the 

company, Naharin has choreographed over 
20 works for Batsheva and its junior division, 
Batsheva Ensemble. He has also restaged more 
than 10 of his dances for the company and 
recombined excerpts from his repertory to create 
Deca Dance, a constantly evolving evening-
length work.

Naharin trained in music throughout his youth, 
and he has often used his musical prowess 
to amplify his choreographic impact. He has 
collaborated with several notable musical 
artists to create scores for his dances, including 
Israeli rock group The Tractor’s Revenge (for 
Kyr, 1990), Avi Belleli and Dan Makov (for 
Anaphaza, 1993), and Ivri Lider (for Z/na, 
1995). Under the pseudonym Maxim Waratt, 
Naharin composed music for MAX (2007) 
and edited and mixed the soundtracks for 
Mamootot (2003) and Hora (2009). Naharin 
also combined his talents for music and dance 
in Playback (2004), a solo evening which he 
directed and performed.

In addition to his work for the stage, Naharin 
has pioneered Gaga, an innovative movement 
language. Gaga, which emphasizes the 
exploration of sensation and availability for 
movement, is now the primary training method 
for Batsheva’s dancers. Gaga has also attracted a 
wide following among dancers around the world 
and appealed to the general public in Israel, 
where open classes are offered regularly in Tel 
Aviv and other locations.

Naharin’s compelling choreographic craft 
and inventive, supremely textured movement 
vocabulary have made him a favorite guest 
artist in dance companies around the world. 
His works have been performed by prominent 
companies including Nederlands Dans Theater, 
Ballet Frankfurt, Lyon Opera Ballet, Compañía 
Nacional de Danza (Spain), Cullberg Ballet 
(Sweden), the Finnish National Ballet, the Paris 
Opera Ballet, Balé da Cidade de São Paulo, 
Cedar Lake Contemporary Ballet (New York), 
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, and Les Grand 
Ballets Canadiens de Montréal. Naharin’s 
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rehearsal process with Cedar Lake Contemporary 
Ballet during a restaging of Deca Dance was the 
subject of Tomer Heymann’s documentary Out of 
Focus (2007).

Naharin’s rich contributions to the field of dance 
have garnered him many awards and honors. 
In Israel, he received a doctor of philosophy 
honoris causa by the Weizmann Institute of 
Science (2004), the prestigious Israel Prize for 
dance (2005), a Jewish Culture Achievement 
Award by the Foundation for Jewish Culture 
(2008), a doctor of philosophy honoris causa 
by the Hebrew University (2008), and the 
EMET Prize in the category of arts and culture 
(2009). Naharin has also been the recipient of 
the Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres 
from the French government (1998), two New 
York Dance and Performance (Bessie) Awards 
(for Naharin’s Virus at BAM in 2002 and for 
Anaphaza at the Lincoln Center Festival in 
2003), the Samuel H. Scripps American Dance 
Festival Award for Lifetime Achievement (2009), 
and a Dance Magazine Award (2009).

Batsheva Dance Company has been critically 
acclaimed and popularly embraced as one 
of the most exciting contemporary dance 
companies in the world. With its junior Batsheva 
Ensemble, the organization boasts a roster of 
40 dancers drawn from Israel and abroad. 
Touring extensively throughout the country and 
internationally, the two companies present 250 
performances annually.

Ohad Naharin assumed the role of artistic 
director in 1990 and propelled the company into 
a new era with his adventurous curatorial vision, 
distinctive choreographic voice, and revolutionary 
movement language, Gaga. Sharon Eyal was 
appointed house choreographer in 2005, and 
Adi Salant joined the artistic leadership as 
associate artistic director in September 2009. 
In its current repertory focusing on works by 
Naharin and Eyal, Batsheva Dance Company 
has won praise for fearless, full-bodied, movingly 
honest performances.

Through daily training in Gaga, Batsheva’s 
dancers research new movement possibilities 
and awaken their dynamic sensitivity. They 
bring an eager curiosity and ripe imagination to 
rehearsals, where they participate actively in the 
creative process. Company members are also 
encouraged to express their unique talents by 
creating for the annual Batsheva Dancers Create 
project.  

Many of the main company’s dancers honed 
their skills as members of Batsheva Ensemble, 
which cultivates dancers aged 18—24 and 
carries out the educational agenda of  Batsheva. 
In addition to performing for young audiences 
around the country, the Ensemble holds 
open rehearsals, Gaga classes, and repertory 
workshops for dance schools. Batsheva 
Ensemble also engages in outreach activities, 
performing for underserved populations 
throughout Israel.

The Batsheva Ensemble performances for 
children and young adults are dedicated to 
Sharon Peterburg, who passed away in 1999 
at the age of 8½. During her short life Sharon 
celebrated her great love of dance.
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Batsheva Dance Company

Artistic Director Ohad Naharin
Executive Director Dina Aldor

Associate Artistic Director Adi Salant

House Choreographer Sharon Eyal

Company Manager & Stage Manager Yaniv 
Nagar
Senior Rehearsal Director Luc Jacobs

International Tours
Senior Producer Iris Bovshover
Producer Kobi Nathan

Production Manager Honey Maor
Chief Technical Director Roni Cohen
Lighting Gadi Glik
Sound Dudi Bell
Technician Aliaksei Prezhyn
Wardrobe Ofer Amram
Physiotherapist Dudi Kishban
Photographer Gadi Dagon

American Friends of Batsheva 
President Nathan Hevrony 

The American Friends of Batsheva was 
established “to ensure the continued artistic 
excellence of Batsheva’s productions, to promote 
an environment for artistic creation, to spur the 
growth of Batsheva’s global audience and to 
expand its educational programs.”

The American Friends of Batsheva is a registered 
New York based non-for-profit 501(c)(3) 
organization.

Contact and information: 
American Friends of Batsheva
Broadway, Suite 802 |New York, NY 10001 
Tel: 212.545.7182
BATSHEVA.CO.IL  | SHIRI@BATSHEVA.CO.IL

Gaga. Photo by Gadi Dagon


